Associated Students of Western Washington University
Resolution from the Executive Board

Whereas President Millka Solomon has made invaluable contributions that have ultimately benefitted the students
at Western Washington University (WWU), and has always put others before herself, in order to ensure that the
campus serves as an institution that is safe and accessible for all identities, while also remaining supportive of her
Executive Board, and never missing an opportunity to share her wisdom, love, or insight with them, and;
Whereas Interim Senate Pro-Tempore & Vice President for Academic Affairs Levi Eckman has worked to craft
and implement a Student Senate in order to provide for better clarity in existing democratic structures of the AS,
while also working to support the twenty Student Senators to the best of his abilities, and providing all of the
Executive Board and Student Senate with as much love and appreciation that he could, never forgetting the value
that student voices hold, and;
Whereas Vice President for Activities Ama Monkah has tirelessly worked alongside many different club and
athletic groups to build a more cohesive community among invaluable organizations, and has given so much of
herself to her position, while still remaining an inspiration to all of those around her, throughout both her
professional and personal life, and;
Whereas Vice President for Business & Operations Nate Jo entered this position in the third and final Quarter of
the term, but despite working on a limited time crunch, has made important strides to the development of various
business-oriented procedures in the Associated Students (AS) in order to ensure the longevity of this organization,
and the necessary equity for all employees who enter these essential positions, and;
Whereas Vice President for Diversity Camilla Mejia has done valuable work for the development of the new
Multi-Cultural Center (MCC) for students, while also recognizing the important need for equitable spaces on
campus, and always working to increase opportunities for advocacy efforts, while also making her opinions wellknown, all of which has contributed to a better campus climate not only for individuals in the AS, but for all
students at WWU, and;
Whereas Vice President for Governmental Affairs Natasha Hessami has effectively led the Representation &
Engagement Program (REP) through three successful elections, and has ensured that student voices are advocated
for on the local, state, and federal lobbying levels, which has ultimately made for a better University for all
students in Washington State, and never once did her passion fade, and;
Whereas Vice President for Student Life Anne Lee has made substantial progress in their role, and has helped to
divide their position into two new, empowering spots for students to advocate for different, but equally essential
student rights, while also remaining optimistic and purposeful about their work, and always relying on a critical
eye to examine all matters with the attention they deserve; now, therefore:
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Be It Resolved, by the AS of WWU Executive Board on Behalf of its Members & Constituencies:
1. That the 2018-2019 Executive Board, formerly known as the AS Board of Directors, has made substantial
progress this Academic Year (AY) and has made such long-lasting changes, that the future of the AS will
undoubtedly be a better space because of their collective work and leadership; and
2. Expresses great appreciation for the students of WWU for electing members of the Executive Board to
their positions, and deeply wishes that the future of the AS will continue to work to expand student
knowledge of our critical services in the AS, and looks forward to the work that the 2019-2020 Executive
Board will create and contribute to.
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